VII. l

In the last chapter we were saying that man's activities are
d.etermined by the interaction·· of three forces, and that by· their. very
nature these t'hree forces, can c-ombine only in six different ways·.
these six kinds· of'activity are not, of c:ourse, confined. to man.

But
They

exist, virtually, in everything - in all natural processes,. in the lawsof pbysics·, in the cyc:le of nuclear reactions in the sun, in the motions
of the stars and. galaxies.

And they exist, too, in the very nature

of things - in the colours of the spectrum, the· quality of musical
sounds, the proportions of natural :forms.
In fact, it is their uni versa-1 nature which malces it so difficult
to describe them.

And in trying to find. clearcut examples we have to

be care:ful not to wander into different fields.

In this, we have

found a c:lue which can help us - we have discovered. that the six triads·
are related: to three different circulations - that two of them are
related to the circulation of physical energy - in fact~ to the physical
world - that two of them are related: to the subtle or· psychological
level - to the world of thought, or· intelligence - and that two of
them are related. to- the circulation of the spirit - to the causal
level, or the world· of consciousness.
It is, perhaps, the circulation of the spirit which is the most
a.ifficult for us to understand.

And the rea,son is, of· course, that

consciousness cannot be explained, it has to be experienced •.

But

sometimes we are helped by the fa9t that this circulation has a
physical counterpart.
things become alive.

Spirit is breath - when the spirit circulates,.
And the triad

of the physical body, not only

I,4,2 can. refer t·o the regeneraiiion

to spiritual regeneration.

In fact,

this physical regeneration is what happens in deep sleep, and iw one
sense these two triads, I,4,2 and
and waking.

8,5,7

refer to the cycle of sleeping

But sleep is not enough to· give us· the psychologic:aJ:

rest we need, and it is only through the meditation that we can get
f"ull spiritual rest.

And. when we get this spiritual rest through

the- meditation, it works through the other two levels· to give us,
renewed energy in both the mind and. the body, for it comes from a
level above· them both.

So we can understand to some extent what regeneration means, at
leas-ton a, physical plane.
Eut the triad 8,5,7, the triad of creation,

.2
is an- entirely d.ifferent thing·.

It starts with the active force,

not the passive, and this means that effort is needed to get it goingan initial impulse of some kind,, which can come from a very high level,
as with artistic creation., or from: the quite ordinary level of· physic-al
work •.

In either case the passive forc-e which follows implies that

resistanc,e has to be overcome, in, other words ef..forl is needed·, all.
a;longthe line.
By contrast the triad.

4,7,5, which a.ls·o begins with the active force,

requires, no effort at all, once the initial impulse has been given~ r·or
t-he balanoing forc·e at point 7 carries- it along.

It is· this· triad

which the scientis·ts refer to when they speak of the second law of
therrnodynamic-s,. a.nd the eventual 'heat death' of' the universe.

If this

triad were the only- one that existed. in the universe, they would be
right - all energy would gradually· be dissipated into heat, and sooner
or later· the end of all motion would come.

Im this sens-e- we can take

point 4 as t·he energy available in the uni verse - the energy of' all
suns - point

7 as the means whereby this energy is produced,

by the

burning· of hydrogen to form helium, or in other wc1~s, and point 5 as
the passive state of equilibrium - the heat death - to which the
scientists refer.
But of course, there are other triads in the universe whic11 work in
the opposite direcxion - the triad
'uphi1·1' process.

5,.2,4,

for instance, which is an

This· triad was· originally described as· 'magic', and

aptly enough, for it implies the c-onversion of inactive states o:f· matter
back into active energ-y - carbon d.ioxide,, for instance,. whic-li is·
exhaled by man and animals as the end product of respiration, and
reused. by plants in the formation of living tissue.
But the triad. 5 ,.2,,4 really belongs to the next circulation - the
circulation of subtle or psychological energy which is symmetrical
about· point 6.

That is perhaps, why, when it manifests on; the

physical-plane, it appears to possess magical powers.

For it depends

on' something more than ordinary physical laws - it depends on a c-ertain
l'evel of intelligence which they do not possess.
the other peysical triad, 2,-8, I,

Compared with it

is easy enough to und.erstana..

It

relates to a.isintegration - to the wey in which organic· matter is
deeomposed, and. returned. once again to the basic· elements from· which
it came.

This process is very evid.ent in organic life - it is the

way in which organic matter - leaves and' plants, and the bodies of

living creatures·

are disposed of.

And it is connec'.tea., too,

with the nutri tiona1 factors needed by the soil - nitrogen,. phosphorus,
carbon· and other- elements which are taken up by the circulation, at
point' I.

:N'bw it. is interesting that both these• triads,,. 4,7,5 and 2,,8,,I

are- perfec,tly normal and essential on a physical level, but when
they manifest on the subtle level - and even, more on the spiritual
level - they are out of place.

As we have said,. the triad

is: eoncernecl with involuntary actions.

4,7 ,-5

And the point about

involuntary actions is that they are contrary to consciousness - on
the subtle and

causal leve,ls they destroy memory.

That is perhaps

why,. in this system, there is· a prayer - a prayer which goes like
this, - no11 Lord Creator, and: all you his Assistants, help us to
in nrder tha..t

remember ourselves at all times;

we may· avoid. all.

involuntary actions,. through which alone c·an evil manifest".,
Even more does the triad 2,-8,I destroy memory.
is fa:r- mor-e violent, more destructive.

And its· action

For when·· physical things

have· t'o be destroyed., that is one thing, but when memory- is destroyed,
tha·t is another.

Yet even truth itself cannot remain clothed forever

in, the same outward. forms, and· sooner or later the time arrives when,

forms of· knowledge, everr great religious teachings· have t-o be
abandoned..

It is then that we sometimes catch a glimpse of· this·

triad working as it should - and some-times, too, we see it working

There• is one further triad we have· not mentioned, the triad

7,I,8 ..

This triad belongs to the circulation about point 6 - the circulation
of subtle or psychological energy - and. it has always been connected
with the idea of self' remembering.,.

triad means?

How can we understand: what this

It begins, at point 7, wi t-h emotion - with the

emotional understanding of truth;

and it is followed., at point· I,

with the passive :force - with compassion, perhaps, or awareness;

and

it encls at point 8 with active energy of a high level - energy which
is capable of· setting the triad
creation•.

8,5,..7 in motion - the triad of·

Perhaps this parable describes it - at least it is

something of this kind:11

And Jesus answering said, A certain ma,n went down f:rom

Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among thieves, which stripped
him of his raiment, and wounded him, and departed, leaving him
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Here in my hands this little frightened bird;
So soft, so light, my hands can scarcely feel
His little weight, as they in awe conceal
Treasure so delicate ... as if the word
Of God's creation long ago was heard,
And one small fragment of the living sound
Lay here vibrating still, unseen, unfound ...
Yet quietly does he lie, and has not stirred,
One bright eye questioning his fate deferred;
And with his little heart he pleads more true,
More eloquent a case than we could doSo in all truth is heart to tongue preferred.
And while I question him if he would stay,
He moves, and then quite suddenly he flies away.

VII.4

And by c·h ance there came clown, a certain, priest
half dead.
that way: and' when he saw him, he passed by· on the other side ..
And likewise a Levite, when he was at the place, came and looked
on him, and passed: by on the other side.

But a eertain

Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he wa-s : c>.nd when he saw
him, he, had. compassion •

And went to him, and: bound up his

wounds, pouring in oil and wine, and set him on· his own beast,
And on the
and brought him to an inn, and took care of him.
morrow when he departed, he took out two penc·e, and ga,ve· them
to the host, and said unto him,

Take ea.re of him;

and whatsoever

thou spend.est more, when I c·ome fli_g;ain, I will repay thee ....... "

There is one further kind of action, or triad,- which is outside
any of · these six combinations we have described so far.

it acts on the

the seventh, is said to be inc·omprehensible for us
level of the Creator himself.

This triad:,

And on this level we are told that any

of the three fbrces can act in the· capacity of any other, their action
being under t'he a_irect control of the Creator's will.
But although it is said to be inc·omprehensible for us, there is·
one thing we know about this seventh combination

it comes from the

same plac-e, in its origin, a,s the word we repea.t during meditation.
And such is the power· of the word on the level of its origin that
when the Cree:tor med.i tates,

·· new worlds, new forms

c'Clme into existence at every moment.
And. so, really ancl truly, when~ med:itate, there is nothing we have

to do - we have only to leave it to the mantra, to carry out its work
on i-ts own.

